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THE JOURNALIST'S CREED 

I believe in the profession of journalism. 

I believe that the public journal is a public trust,· that all connected with 
it are, to the full measure of their responsibility, trustees for the public,· that 
acceptance of lesser service than the pltblic service is betrayal of this trnst. 

I believe that clear thinking and clear statement, accuracy and fairness, 
are fundamental to good j01~rnalism. 

I believe that a journalist should write only what he (holds in his heart 
to be true. 

I believe that suppression of the news, for any consideration other than 
the welfare of society, is indefensible. 

I believe that no olle should write as a! journalist what he would not say 
as a gentleman,· that bribery by one's own pocketbook is as much to be avoid
ed as bribery by the pocketbook of another,· that individttal responsibility 
may not be escaped by pleading another's instructions or another's dividends. 

I believe that advertising, news and editorial columns should alike serve 
the best interests of readers,· that a singie standard of helpful truth amd 
cleanness should prevail for all,· that the supreme test of good journalism 
is the measure of its public service. 

I believe that the journalism which succeeds best-and best deserves 
success-fears God and honors man,· is stoutly independent, unmoved by 
pride of opinion or greed of power, constructive, tolerant but never careless, 
self-controlled, patient, always respectful of its readers b~tt always unafraid; 
is quickly indignant at injustice,· is unswayed by the appeal of privilege or 
the clamor of the mob; seeks to give every man a chance, and, as far as law 
and honest wage and recognition of human brotherhood can make it so, an 
equal chance,· is profoundly patriotic while sincerely promoting international 
goud will and cementing world-comradeship; is a journalism of humanity. 
of and for today's world. 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Accuracy, terseness, and fairness are requisites of a good news 

story; and the greatest of these, for without it all other good qualities are 
as nothing, is accuracy. 

2. Accurate writing presupposes accurate observation and clear think
iug. Be sure the facts are plain to you before you try to tell them to others. 

3. Read your own and rival newspapers. Read them line by line-local 
news, telegraph news, editorials, departments and advertisements. You 
cannot expect to write or edit a story intelligently unless you know what 
has already been printed on the subject. 

4. Any reporter finding news of unusual importance should telephone 
the office at once. 

5. TVatch names. Do not be afraid to ask how names are spelled. 
\V"hat you think is Smith may be Smythe. 

6. In taking names over the telephone insist that letters be clearly, 
indicated; sand r, band d, 112 and n sound alike over the telephone. To 
distinguish them, use words beginning with the letters in question, thus : s 
as in summer, f as in Fran/c, b as in boy, d as 1m, dog, 112 as in match, n as in 
nothing. 

7. Remember that "A good reporter gets the stories he is sent after; 
a first-class reporter gets stories that he isn't sent after." A good way 
to attract favorable attention from the city editor is to volunteer news 
stories or suggestions for news stories. 

8. Keep your eyes open for feature-story possibilities. \Vatch, too, 
for chances to get good pictures. 

9. Courtesy pays. Remember this in answering inquiries over the 
telephone and in dealing with persons who visit the newspaper office. 

10. Cultivate a feeling of personal responsibility for your story. Never 
be content with getting a thing almost right; get it right. And always-

11. Watch names. 

PREPARATION OF COpy 

12. Use the typewriter. See that the type faces are kept clean. 
13. Use double space between lines to permit legible interlineation. 

Never write single-spaced copy. 
14. Write your name in the upper left-hand corner of the first page. 

If the story is more than one page long, number each sheet, beginning with 
the second. 

15. Leave a margin of at least an inch at each side. 
third of the first page blank for headlines or slug lines. 
pages leave at least an inch margin at the top. 

Leave the top 
On succeeding 
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16. Write on only one side of the paper. 

17. Never write up and down in the margin. Marginal up-and-down 
writing makes hard work for the copy cutter, who divides the story into 
"takes" for the typesetting machines. 

18. Never divide a word from one page to another. Avoid dividing 
words from line to line. Do not carryover the last few words of a para
graph to another page. 

19. 'When your story is being edited page by page as you write it, 
make each page end with a complete paragraph. 

20. Use special care to make names and figures unmistakable. 

21. If obliged to write long-hand copy, underscore tt and overscore n, 
underscore a and overscore o. Print proper names and unusual words. 
Ring each period or make a small cross to stand for it. 

22. A circle drawn around an abbreviation or a figure indicates it is to 
be spelled out in print. A circle around a spelled-out word indicates the 
opposite. 

23. When there is any chance that a word intentionally misspelled or 
written in an unusual manner wiII be changed by the printer, write "Follow 
Copy" in the margin. 

24. Do not write two stories on the same page, unless they are to be 
run under the same head. 

25. To elide a word or letter, cross it out unmistakably. 

26. An oblique line drawn downward from left to right through a 
letter makes it a small (lower-case) letter. Do not obscure the letter-re
member the printer must read it. Three lines under a word indicates that 
full capitals are desired. Two lines call for small capitals, one line for 
italics, and a wavy one for bold-face type. 

27. Use an "end-mark" to indicate your story is completed. A cross 
made of parallel lines or 30 in a circle may be used. 

28; Read your story carefully before handing it in. Be constantly on 
guard against inaccuracy or libel. Call the attention of the city editor to any 
point in your story that appears doubtful or dangerous. 

29. Remember that the printer is neither a mind-reader nor a hand
writing expert. The names and facts with which the writer is familiar are 
to him only so many unrelated words to be put into type as he finds . them. 
Every word, every letter, should therefore be plainly written. Every needed 
punctuation mark should be in place. The correction of errors in type is 
expensive and time-consuming. Save money and time for your office by 
ca."e m writing and editing copy. 

30. Again and always-watch names. Verify each one. 
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MARKS USED IN EDITING COpy 

Use this 
paragraph 
mark 

Transposittons 

Bridg1ns 
elisions 

Linking 
paragraphs 

Insertions 

Marking capitalization 

Marking lower-oase 

;roiIiing letters 

S6par~ting letters 

Indicating abbreviation 
and figures wanted 

Indicating spelled 
out forms wanted 

Marking in subhead 

Retaining matter 
orossed out by mistake 

Periods x 0. 

comma :l' 

Hyphen = 
Dash t-I 

Endmarks #" @ 

LWASrrU TGTON. ;ruly 31.--Pres ident Hoover 

has adopted new taotios. , Af t er having • • • 

The(Smi t~row:v com>tJil,r be~es ~ • • 

••• best yields in ~the last sixt') .<I:r" 

_t'fears .) 

(Since the first of this month, all ••• 

King Geor~Signedthe London naval~~. 

~obert ~ones of st. ~OUiS is visiting 

Tom M\ Call, ~esident of the ~ub. is • 

He oOmLPared hi~elt: to a d~1ng ~ee 

H1Fompared h1msel~o a dYin~ree • • • • • 

At paris. ~, ,,"0 hundred and ,oars 

@Brown broUght@baskets,CDof which •• 

the best woman· rider. . .I I ·1 
!-r./~ ~/~p~ 

A catt e show will be held each .~ • 

. ~ 
The orde~ ~e •• ka~e'Ra was sent • • • . -- -. - - - -- -----

Longha.nd Forms 

a and u .~ 

o and n ~ 

Apostrophe ~ 

Q.uotation 
~V '" 1Y marks 

'-ff--.. 

5 
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WRITING THE STORY 

31. \\Trite your story simply and naturally. Shun "fine writing." 

32. Do not editorialize. 

33. In general, specify the source of your information, especially III 

controversial matters or items that may injure someone. 

34. Do not write too long an opening sentence. Keep it readable. 

35. Be specific; do not generalize. The shingles 'lUcre burning is more 
accurate than The upper portion of the house 7v'asin flames. 

36. Each word that gets into print costs money. Practice condensing 
your stories. Saving one word in a paragraph may make it a line shorter, 
and saving a dozen lines in a column will add from 5 to 10 per cent to the 
amount of news in the paper. Learn to recognize and omit such superfluous 
words as those italicized in the following: 

He was divorced from his wife. 
The u~hers collected the smn of $5.40. 
Th~ meeting zc,hiclz w as herd last night in the City Hall began at the hour of 9 

o'clock. 
She committed suicide by drinking the contents of a bottle of poison. 
1'tJe bulk of his property, real, personal, and mixed, was left to his widow. 

These are only random examples. Watch for similar useless expressions. 

37. Use the speaker's exact words in direct quotations. A change in 
wording which looks unimportant to a layman may make the speaker seem 
ridiculous to his associates. 

38. However, do not use a quotation that would indicate the speaker 
was illiterate unless there is some point in giving that impression. Put it into 
good English; most persons use expressions in talking which would not 
look well in print. 

39. If compelled to change the speaker's language materially, do not 
use quotation marks. 

SOME THINGS TO OMIT 

40. Keep yourself and other reporters out of the story unless to do so 
would be to omit an essential part of the news. 

41. Maintain the self-respect of your profession. Newspaper workers 
occasionally meet snubs and insults, but do not write your story about them. 

42. Do not be funny about serious matters. Accidents, funerals, 
divorces and the like are not fit subjects for joking. 

43. Use dialect only when so instructed. 
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11ARKS USED IN READING PROOF 

~ Deleting; taking out 
c1~ Second form easier to use 

Inserting letter omitted 
.:::: closing up space 
# Inserting space 

Correcting wrong letter 
~ Transposing letters 
~ Inserting apostrophe 

.ncQIndicat1ng no 
paragraph is wanted 

Ii- Indicat1ng paragraph 

H Insertin.g dash 
~ Inserting quotation marks 

~. . Indicatine lIght face tYlle 

Retaining words crossed out 
Ind1cating paraGraph 

~Indicating lower-case 
"" Putting in comma 

~-~Indicating something is 
left out 

4i' rut tine in period . 
:J Marking letter upside down 
.L Pushing down space that shom; 
X i4arking -imperfect type 

€J) Indicating bold face type 

~ Changing type to roman 

~ Indicating oapital letters 

~ Deleting a letter 

~ ~dicating italic type 
.~ .C. Indicating capitals ~d 

lower-case ·type 
~ Indicating letter 1a of' 
'CJ7t;ne wrons font; style CJl' 

Size, or both, may be 
. at difterent tont 

3 
LAMBERT FIELD. St. Louis. ~ / 

Aug. 13, (U.P.)-Flyting thiough a ""b 
~teady raIn, Dale Jackson t".nd Forrest 
O 'S:ir.e piloltt their orange ana y:d- e 
~~~t ~~~:~~~·d'sO:~~;Dr.':;'~~"··~""'~"'10;;:u~;;:it'-· ---
~~~or~~st :!:e:~o{gsn~ddaKt 9 ~~36ne: 
m.. C. S. T . ",be tl e plane "1iad 

i~C~e:~!s.5~!a*I~! Tt~7frti~na:e; 
than the record. 

# 
I--€) 

'The rzcorc1 breakers regain the 

"oo]n~O~rib~Y~S;m;a;'h;I"'~;th;.~~~W~'~te~r~.~r~o-~===J~~~~ tl1~sjt~:~knrH endurance flight la~t J1..o f1 
.!:llmr.~l·. they establ1!hed a record 
cf 420 ~ours that stood until the 

re~~net p~~~~~e~t~::P~'Slng is -"ld",e~-~ __ 9f 
tica l in constructio cr to 
the St. L ln, which rn3.de the 

at'BrIne g~~':i JR"'O"~ __ "".-

f~·e;i~~{~~..:;o;"" ~Is~w±'e""'. !'!-"""-"='=-
A tlrom tn uat:!t! started on 

the fiEld . Men. women nnd c dr.:?n 
joined ' 'it despite the ;al:1. · whic~ 
increased at 10 n. . 
t -

·hro1.!~ o;,:ls ti-=-;: 
and facto:,}, whistles we n 
four minutes after breakb!.g the 
record, the men-whose watches ap~ 
};eared to be slow-shot their mono~ I:'\. 
lliane down over the Held, ~ J 

~ d:~ ~ al,Ce .~ !:;::ve the crowdA1'i'fn_~h9t ~ 
cled around. They opened the ca.bin --.. ~ 
deCl' and waved==--- ® 

u.~f) 
to Be!Studr..:::e.::d ___ X !.. 

B~U~l~'d~in~Z~ln~f~t~at~:~· ~.~hQ~W~'~In~c~re~a~,.~ _______ ~ ~ 
Construction contracts let In Mis- ~ 

M 

sour! during the first six months or 
1930 showed an increase ot-more than 
$35.000,GOO over last year, ·tbe F. W. 
Dodge Corporation or St. Louis re~ 
cently allllounced. Contracts · durlng 
July ot this year amounted. to *11.~ 
023.300 as contrasted.. to $14,593,000 
.tor June. 

COMMUNAL RIOT ~ 

.~~ 

Further J.eatWne- of ~ 
[SA'S TOWER 1& t.a.... 
Halted bY~inee~ -

~ 

Xote: Proofreading marks need not be circled as the v are here but nnv instructions to. the 
printer that might be mistakenly put into type should be so· inclosed. ' -

In practice, either margin of the prqof may be used in marking corredions. Only one side was 
a\'ailabIe in the illustration. 

7 
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ABOUT WORDS 
1. Get the dictionary habit. Verify the meaning and spelling of every 

doubtful word. 
2. Do not use technical terms or foreign words. 
3. Avoid legal terminology. 
4. Do not use "bromides" such as burly Negro, crisp $5 bill, sickenil1g 

thud, clutches of the law. 
5. Use slang sparingly, and only when it is appropriate to the tone 

of the story. 
6. Avoid the obsequious, flattering attitude reflected in such expres

sions as lady for woman, gentleman for man, banquet for dinner or llt11cheon, 
accepts a position for obtains wor!,. prominent citizen, charming hostess, 
talented YOl{ng lady. 

i. Avoid the meaningless words with which some writers seek to em
phasize their statements. I f a result is certain. you add nothing by calling it 
absolutely certain. If a thing is unique, it is silly to describe it as very unique 
or most unique. These are only examples of a host of such expressions. 

8. Think twice before writing very. Long abuse has robbed it of 
Eorce. A beautiful SUJlset carries as much meaning as a ver'}, beautiful sunset. 

9. Avoid superlatives. Such expressions as the oldest man in Missouri, 
the largest audience ever kno'w1Z, the most exciting gam.e seen in Columbia, 
can rarely be verified. 

10. Usually a person merely sa:}'s a thing. Avoid asse1'ts, states, de
clares, unless you want to include the fonnality or insistence implied by these 
words. And remember that admits usually has a derogatory connotation. 

11. Do not assume too much information on the part of your readers. 
Write "at a meeting of the Tuesday Club," rather than "at the meeting." 

12. Use yesterday, today, and tomorrow rather than the names of the 
days, unless instructed to the contrary. For dates within a week before or 
after the date of publication, use the names of the days rather than the date 
by month and number. Thus a paper dated Saturday, March 20, would 
say: John Jones, who was injured Tttesday, died 'j'esterday, rather than 
John Jones, who was injured on March r6, died Frida'y. 

13. In writing for a morning paper, remember to calculate from the 
date of the paper rather than the date on which you write the story. 

14. In stories under datelines, today means the date of the story rather 
than the date of the paper. 

15. Avoid stilted or affected language in mentioning- death. Remem
ber that the simplest words are the most solemn ones. Do not use the de
ceased in referring to a dead person. or remains for body, or casket for cof
fin, or inte1'red for buried, or obsequies for funeral. 
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16. Write that a person died of typhoid fever, not from typhoid fever. 
Do not write the typhoid fever or typhoid without the word fever. 

17. Do not write that a person died as the reS2tlt of an operation. 
Usually in such a case death is the result of conditions that existed before 
the operation. 

18. Avoid such expressions as had his leg broken and had his pocket 
picked. Sane persons do not have these things done to themselves. 

19. Rarely is it necessary to mention a man's race. Do not write 
Abraham Silver, a lew, or Peter DolMo, an Italian, unless the race is an 
essential part of the story. 

20. Avoid foreigner. It has an offensive connotation which may usual
ly be avoided by using ali.en. But remember that citizens of the United 
States are Americans. regardless of where they or their parents were born. 
If it i ~ an essential part of the story, use of Italian birth, or of Italian descent. 

21. Never use an offensive racial nickname. 
22. Do not call a Chinese a Chinaman, or a Japanese a lap, in head

lines or text. 
23. Use Negro or Ivegro woman, not colored man or N egress. 
24. In giving lists of officers, put the name of the office before the 

name of the person, thus: President, lohn Smith; vice-president, Horace 
lanes; secretary, l. B. Brown,· directors, ~v. H. TYest, l. T. North, A. A. 
Andrews, S. S. Sa.mpson. If the name of the person were placed first, the 
reader would have to read all the last four names before learning what office 
any of them held. 

25. Avoid split infinitives. Use the natural form: Is expected to de
nOltnCe the measure emphatically, rather than Is e.1:pected emphatically to 
denounce, or to denounce emphaticallY' the meas1tre. 

26. Do. not write "The men quarreled due to a misunderstanding," 
but "The men quarreled because of a misunderstanding." 

2:7. Do not use like as a conjunction. \Vrite "He looks like hi~ broth· 
er," but "He sings as he used to." 

28. Do not use liable when you mean likely. Every lawbreaker is 
liable to arrest, but it depends upon circumstances whether he is likely to be 
arrested. 

29. Never use loan as a verb. A loan is made when someone lends 
something. 

30. Do not use a plural verb or pronoun with a collective noun unless 
there is a real reason for considering the noun a, a plural. . Do not write 
for example, "The executive committee are preparing an order," or "The 
club is ready to start their membership campaign," or "The store will hold 
their annual bargain sale." In the second example, is and their do not even 
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agree with each other in number. In the third, store is not a collective noun, 
but is confused with the proprietors through loose thinking. 

31. Do not permit words which fall between the subject and predicate 
to cause confusion as to number. The reporter who wrote "The event which 
precipitated matters were of little importance," would not have done so had 
he kept in mind that event, not matters, was the subject of the sentence. 

32. Remember that don't is the contraction for do not, doesn't for 
does not. You would not say "He do not." 

33. Sums of money, considered in the aggregate, should be treated as 
~ingular: "Forty dollars was collected."-"Fifty thousand was spent." J f 
one thinks of the individual coins, the plural is proper, as in: "Forty dollars 
were found, in addition to a large number of smaller coins." 

34. Unless the owners of the name insist upon singular form, use the 
plural in such expressions as Women's Gymnasium, boys' club, Farmers' 
Week, Merchants' Hotel, Stttdents' Home, workmen's compensation law. 
The singular may be defended. but the plural is the more natural. 

35. If A get 28 votes. B 16 votes, and C 8 votes, A has a majority of 4 
votes. If A gets 22 votes, B 16 votes, and C 14 votes, no one has a majority, 
but A has a plurality of 6 votes. In the first case A has more votes than all 
his opponents combined, and the majority measures this difference. In the 
second case A has more votes than any of his opponents, but not so many 
as all of them combined; the plItrality measures his margin over his nearest 
competitor. 

36. Use more than rather than over in such an expression as more than 
$500. 

37. Use fewer than for numbers and less than for quantity: Fewer 
than 100 persons; less than a bushel. 

38. Do not use party for person except in quoting legal documents. 
39. Write that a person is arrested on a cha.rge of rather than for doing 

thus and so. 
40. Called meeting, not a call meeting , is the correct form. 
41. Do not use groom for bridegroom. But bride and groom is per

missible. 
42. Do not use officer for patrolman or policeman. 
43. Use foregoing instead of above as an adjective: The foregoing 

statement, but The statement given above. 
44. Do not use anticipate when you mean expect. 
45. Remember the adjective form of freshman is freshman, as in the 

freshma.n football team, freshman girls (you would not write sophomores 
girls) . 

46. To effect means to bring to pass or to accomplish. Do not use 
this word when you mean to affect. 
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47. Things occur or ha.ppen without being arranged in advance. An 
explosion occurs, or an accident happens, but a wedding takes place. 

48. Do not use burglarize, slticide (as a verb), enthuse, or gents. 

For other suggestions as to the use of words, see such books as Woolley's "Hand
book of Composition," the "Century Handbook of Wri t ing," Fowler's "Dictionary of 
:Modern Usage," and Curme's "A College Engli sh Grammar." 

CAPITALIZATION 
1. In case of doubt, use lower-case rather than capital letters. 
2. Capitalize a title preceding and attached to a name, but lower-case 

the title, no matter what it is, if it follows the name or stands by itself . 

Notice these examples: 
Chief of Police Smith 
Prof. Jones 
Gen. W. A. Black 
President Hoover 

the chief of police 
vVilliam Jones, professor of economics 
the general said 
Herbert Hoover, president of the United 

States 
the king of England 

2a. The fact that a title precedes a name does not always mean it should be cap
italized. Note such cases as: Payments should bc made to the treasurer, Jacob Jones. 

2b. Former, ex-, and -elect, when used with titles, are not capitalized. For instance: 
fanner President Taft, e:r-President Taft, Governor-elect James. (Former is preferred 
to ex-.) 

3. In giving names of the following sorts in full, capitalize the general 
term as well as the distinguishing words. 'When using only the general term, 
make it lower-case even when the reference is plainly specific. Examples: 

South Ninth Street 
Old Trails Road 
First Ward 
Lake Erie 
Lake Shore Boulevard 
Forest Park 
Westmount Addition 
Place de la Concorde 
Isle of Pines 
Mississippi River 
Boone County 
Guitar Building 
League of Nations 
Missouri Supreme Court 
Constitution of Missouri 
Constitution of the United States 
Tuesday Club 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty 

to Animals 
St~.r Publishing Company 
'Wabash Railroad 
University of Kansas 

First Christian Church 
First Presbyterian Sunday School 
Lucky Tiger Mine 
Treaty 0 f Versailles 

across the street 
grading the road 
in all wards 
the lake shore 
on the boulevard 
the nark 
a new addi tion 

the island 
the river 
a county road 
the building 
the league decided 
the ~urt ruled 
the constitution 
the constitution 
president of the club 
the socie~y 

the company 
the railroad 
the university (but University when re-

ferring to University of Missouri) 
~l Christian church 
attended Sunday school 
the mine 
revised the t rea ty 
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Reparations Commission 
Eighteenth Amendment 
Eighty-ninth Regiment 
Hickman High School 
Campfire Girls 
Missouri Thea' er 
Postoffice (building) 
Municipal Building 
Hendrix Hall 
C'ourthouse 
Capitol (building) 

member of the commission 
the amendment 
colonel of the regiment 
the high-school boys 
the girls 
at the theater 
the postoffice rules 
the building 
the hall 

3a. An excep:ion to the preceding rule is found where the general term is used in 
other than its ordinary sense, and where a capital is necessary ( 0 show the specialized 
meaning of the term. Examples: 

Missouri \Vorkshop 
Hawaiian Islands 

Daniel Boone Tavern 
Boy Scouts 
Wall Street 

the Workshop (a dramatic organization) 
visited the Isl;mds (when used as a nick-

name instead of ".he full name) 
the Tavern (a modern hotel) 
the Scouts 
the Street thinks (Stree: personified to 

represent the men of the financial dis
~ rict) . 

3b. Capitalize only the distinguishing words where two or more names are con
nected as the Wabash and Missou ri Pacific railroads. (In singular form, Wabash 
Railroad. ) 

4. Capitalize U1IiOll, Repttblic, the States when referring to the United 
States but do not capitalize adjectives such as na4iona'I, federal, etc. Do 
110t capitalize government, administration, or nation. 

5. Do not capitalize state. 

6. Capitalize the names of national and state legislative bodies when 
referring to a specific one, as Congress, Senate, House of Representatives or 
House, Parliament, Reichstag, Chamber (France), Legislature, General 
Assembly, Assembly . Do not capitalize when used in a general sense, as in 
the legislature of each state. Capitalize the names of congressional commit
tees, and Cabinet when referring to a specific one. 

7. Capitalize City Council when referring to a specific one. Lower
case council used alone. 

8. Capitalize Negro. 

9. Capitalize the names of federal and state departments and bureaus, 
as Department of Agriwlture, State Insurance Department, Burean of Vital 
Statistics. But lower-case municipal departments, as fire department, water 
and light department, street department. 

10. Capitalize Federal Reserve Bank and Federal Reserve District 111 

referring to a specific bank or district; otherwise use lower-case. Capitalize 
Federal Reserve Board, but lower-case federal reser've s)'stcm. 
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11. Capitalize specific names of courts of record, as B oone County 
Circztit Court, Kansas City Court of Appeals, Missouri Supreme Court. 
Capitalize circuit court, standing alone, when a specific one is meant. The 
same rules applies to county CMtrt and probate court. Do not capitalize 
police court or court standing alone. 

12. Capitalize the East, the West, the Middle West, the Midwest, the 
N ear East, the Orient, and other terms used for definite regions; but do not 
capitalize east, west, etc., when used merely to designate direction or poine 
of compass, as west of here. Do not capitalize westerner, southerner, western 
states, and other such derivatives. 

13. Write northern Europe, central Missouri, etc. 

14. Capitalize the fanciful titles of cities and states, as the Mound City, 
the Buckeye State. 

15. Capitalize distinctive names of localities in cities, as West End, 
Nob Hill, Back Bay, Happy Hollow. 

16. Capitalize such terms as Stars and Stripes, Old Glory, Union lack, 
Stars and Bars, etc. 

17. Capitalize epithets affixed to proper names, as Alexander the 
G1·ea:f. 

18. Capitalize the first word of a direct or indirect quotation which 
would make a complete sentence by itself. Thus: Franklin said, erA penny 
saved is a penny earned." -The question it, Shall the bill pass'! Do no~ 
capitalize otherwise. 

19. Capitalize the names of all political parties, in this and other 
countries, as Democratic, Republican, Socialist, Liberal; Conservative, Bol
shevist. But do not capitalize such words, or their derivatives, when used 
in a general sense, as republican form of government, democratic tendencies, 
socialist views, bolshevist ideas. 

20. Capitalize the names of expositions, congresses, etc., as Panama
Pacific Exposition, Press Congress of the World, lournalism Week. But 
do not capitalize such words as third annual, biennial, etc., in connection with 
these names. 

20a. Lower-case convention the same as m.eeting, as in the Elks conventioll, the 
national Democratic convention. 

21. Capitalize No., Fig., Cha'pter, Room, Highwa)" etc., when followed 
by a number or letter, as No. II; Fig. 3; Chapter XXI; Parlor C; Room 
305. Guitar Building; Highway 63. 

22. Capitalize names for the Bible as the Holy Scriptures, the Booll 
of Books. But do not capitalize adjectives derived from such names, as 
biblical, scriptural. Capitalize the names of books of tlfe Bible. 
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23. Capitalize all names used for the Diety including personal pro
nouns. 

24. Capitalize names of military organizations, as Eighty-third Regi
ment, Company F, National Guard, Grand Army of the Republic. 

25. Capitalize college degrees, whether written in full or abbreviated, 
as Bachelor of Arts, Doctor of La'ws, Bachelor of Science in Education.; 
A.B., LL. D., B.S. in Ed. (When the year is given, use the form A.B. '30-
no comma between degree and year.) 

26. Capitalize and quote titles of books, plays, poems, songs, speeches, 
etc., as "The Scarlet Letter," "Within the Law," "The Man \Vith the Hoe," 
"The University and the State." The beginning a title must be capitalized 
and included in the quotation. All the principal words are to be capitalized, 
no matter how short. Prepositions, conjunctions and articles are to be cap
italized only when they contain four or more letters ; thus: at, in, a, for, 
Between, Through, Into. The same rules apply to capitalization in headlines 
but not to scriptural texts or formal subjects for debate, in which only the 
first word is capitalized. 

26a. In titles of books, plays, €~c . , and in headline s capitalize preposit'ons that are 
closely connected with \'crbs: He ~Fas Va/cd For by His Party .--He ~flas S/Q1'ed At by 
the CI'o'Wd, 

27. Capitalize the first word after a colon in giving lists of officers, 
thus: The following "iCJere elected: President, William] ones; vice-president, 
Frank Smith. 

28. Capita1,ize adj ectives derived from :proper nonns, as English, 
Elizabethan, Germa1lic, Teutonic; But do not capitalize names and deriva
tives whose original significance has been obscured by long and common 
usage. Under this head fall such words as india rubber, street arab, pas
teurize, macadam, axminster, gatling, paris green, plallter of paris, philippic, 
socratic, herculean, gHillotine. utopia, bohemian, philistine, platonic. 

29. Capitalize the articles in French names as le, la, de,dlt, when used 
\,'ithout a Christian name or title preceding, as D1£ M auria. But lower-case 
when preceded by a name or title, as George du Maurier. The same rule 
applies to the German '['on: Field Marshal von M ackensen, but, without 
Christian name or title. Von Mackensen. Always capitalize Van in Dutch 
names unless personal preference dictates an exception, as H emy van Dyke. 

30. Do not capitalize: 
army, navy, marines (but First Army, Marine Corps; <;ee "R'llc 24) 
fraterni~y (as in Phi Delta Theta fraternity) 
,enior, junior, sophomore, freshman 
fall, w:nter, spring, summer (unless personified) 
a, m., p, m. (except in headlines) 
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ABBREVIATION 
This section applies to the text of articles. For abbreviation in headlines see page 44. 

1. Never use an abbreviation that would be unintelligible to the average 
reader. Common abbreviations that may be used are Y. M. C. A., Y. fiV. 
e. A., W. C. T. U. 

7:. Use the following forms for the names of states, territories, and 
possessions of the United States, when used after the names of towns ur 
cities: 

Ala. 
Alaska 
Ariz. 
Ark. 
Calif. 
Colo. 
Conn. 
D. C. 
Del. 
Fla. 
Ga. 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
I1I. 
Ind. 
Ia. 
Kan. 
Ky. 

La. 
Me. 
Mass. 
Md. 
Mich. 
Minn. 
Miss. 
Mo. 
Mont. 
N. C. 
N. D. 
Neb. 
~ev. 
N.H. 
N. J. 
N. M. 
N. Y. 
O. 

Dkla. 
Ore. 
Pa. 
P. I. (Philippine Islands) 
P . R. (Porto Rico) 
R. 1. 
S. C 
S. D. 
Tenn. 
Tex. 
Utah 
Va. 
Vt. 
Wash. 
Wis. 
W. Va. 
Wyo. 

3. Spell out United States except in addresses, as Cohtmbia, Mo., 
U. S. A., or in such connections as U. S. S . Oregon,· Lieut. James Smith, 
U. S. A.,' Capt. William Jones, U. S. N. Abbreviation of United States in 
headlines is permitted. 

4. Do not abbreviate the names of states when not following names of 
CItIes. Note the following style: In Mt·ssouri. At Neosho, Mo. At Neoshn, 
Newton County, Mo. In Newton COttnt}', Missouri. 

S. Omit the state after a city if the city is sufficiently identified without 
it, as in the case of Chicago, New Orleans, Los Angeles, Boston, Louisville, 
Topeka, Little Rock, Des Moines, San Antonio, etc. With most of the 
6ties and towns in Missouri the Mo. should be omitted. 

Sa. Unless the context makes the reference plain, give the state after any city hav
ing the same name as some place better known, as in Merico, Mo., Springfield, Mo .• 
California, Mo., Paris, Mo. 

Sb. Give the state after any city which your readers may not reasonably be ex
pected to recognize at once. This is more or less a maLer of judgment. . The rule ap
plies especiaIly to small places remote from the city of publication. 
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6. Abbreviate Saint (also Saints and Sainte) in proper names as St. 
Louis, SS. Peter and Pauls Church, Sault Ste. Mm"ie. Abbreviate also Fort 
and Mount in proper names, as in Ft. Leavenworth and Mt. Vernon. 

7. A title used as a part of a name is ordinarily abbreviated if the title 
has a well recognized abbreviation. Do not abbreviate any titles when used 
otherwise. Thus: Dr. 1. 1. Smith, Dr. Smith, Prof. Smith; but 1. 1. Smith. 
professor of history.-H e called on the governor, 1. 1. Smith. 

7a. Most military titles are abbreviated with names, from Grn. and J1f aj .-Gcll. 
down to Lieut., S ergi., and Corp. 

7b. Other titles always abbreviated with names include : Dr., Proj., the Rev., Gov . 
Lieut.-Gov., Atty.-Gen., Gov.-Gen., Sltpt., S ec., Treas. 

7c. Most other titles are spelled ont, even with names. To make a headline fit, 
however, Presidtmt, Senator, and Representative may be occasionally shortened when 
lused with names, as in Pres. Hoover, Sen.. Rl'ed, Rep. Nelson,' but even: in headlines 
the preference is for the full word. 

8. Abbreviate the names of the months (except March, April, May. 
June, and July) when followed by the day of the month, but not otherwise: 
Jan. 19, in January, the 5th of lanuar'jl . 

9. In giving names of firms and corporations, use & for and; spell out 
company, brothers, raihuay, railroad, etc. Thus: Smith & lones Company, 
Chicago, Milwa21kee & St. Paul Railroad. Follow this style unless the 
proprietors insist upon an individual form. 

10. Spell out per cent; use figures before it and no period after it: A 
gain of 10 per cent was made. Percentage is one word. 

11. Do not abbreviate street, avenue, or boulevard, as 10 North Tenth 
Street, Garth Avenue, Mores Boulevard. Spell out and capitalize east, north, 
west, south, when used with the name of a street, as West Forty-fifth Street. 
Northwest, etc., when forming the last part of a street address, should be 
abbreviated, as I I8 E Street, N. W. 

12. Never use Xmas for Christmas. 
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FIGURES 
1. General rule: Spell out numbers up to 100; use figures for 100 or 

more. Note these examples: 

The petition was signed by seventy-five persons. 
The petition was signed by 100 persons. 
North Ninth Street, Eighty-first Street, East 107th Street. 
Fifteenth Infantry, Eighty-ninth Division, 446t~1 Artillery. 
Fifty-fourth Congress, Fourteenth Ward, twentIeth century. 

2. Spell out approximations, such as three or four hundred, nearly a 
thousand, half a r!lillion. But use figures unless the number is plainly in·· 
definite. Use figures for any number (even if indefinite) which cannot be 
expressed in a few words, as: The city's population is about 575,000. 

3. Spell out all numbers, no matter how high, beginning a sentence in 
ordinary reading matter. Thus: Three hl~ndred and twenty-seven were 
killcd.-Ten-ycar-old John 'i.eras there. If spelling out a number would make 
the sentence cumbersome, recast the sentence. 

4. Use figures in matter of a statistical or tabular nature; also in 
stories of some length that require continual use of numbers. Example: 
Faurot punted 45 yards to Johnston, 'who returned the ball 6 'yards, putting 
it on the Oklahoma 24-yard line . 

5. Use figures for sums of money, ages, times of day, percentages. 
street numbers, thermometer standings, dates, calibers, votes, betting odds, 
athletic records and scores. Note these examples: 

$5, $l.R7, 15 cen ' 5 71 years old, 3-year-old girl 
10 o'clock, 7 :30 a. m. ]0 per cent, 6% per cent (but one-half of 
A .22 caliber revolver 1 per cent.) 
A pole-vault of 12 feet 2 inches Ch:cago 3, Philadelphia 0 

6. Be certain your arithmetic is correct. If your story includes a 
column of figures and the total, make sure that the figures given will actually 
make that total. If you say that 40 per cent of a sum has been raised, prove 
to yourself that the actual figures, when you give them, are really 40 per cent 
of the total. If you say that six directors were erected, count the names to 
make sure there are not five or seven. 

7. Where a number smaller than 100 is used with one of 100 or more 
referring to similar things, put both in figures. Thus: Deaths for the week 
numbered 75, as against I05 in the thirty-seven other counties. 

8. Do not let one number written in figures stand next to another, if 
there is any possibility of confusion. Recast the sentence if necessary to 
avoid such a construction as this: Of the 324, I68 have already been obtained. 

9. Numbers of more than four figures are pointed off with commas, as 
2I,426 men, $3,456,479.78. When there are four digits do not use the com
ma, as I04I. 
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TITLES 
1. Omit M r. when the Christian name or initials are given. This rule 

applies to society news as well as general news. An exception is Mr. and 
Mrs. James Smith, which is used instead of James Smith and wife . 

2. Mr. mayor may not be used when only the surname is given. The 
writer must be guided by his feeling of appropriateness in each case. To use 
extreme examples. one would naturally give the title to a man of distinction, 
but not to a vagrant. However, it must not be understood that the omission 
of Mr. necessarily implies lack of respect, for the title is often omitted in 
naming men in public life. 

3. Do not use Honorable as a title, unless it is a title bestowed by Great 
Britain. 

4. \Vhen preceding and attached to a name (either the full name or 
the surname only) , titles are generally abbreviated. This applies only to 
titles that have weIl-recognized abbreviations. See "Abbreviation," Rules 
7 to 7c, for details. 

5. Re'li. should always (1) be preceded by the, (2) be followed by some 
other titles unless the full name is given. 

SOME FORMS PERMITTED 

the Rev. William Brown 
The Rev. Mr. Brown 
the Rev. Dr. Brown (if he has 

doctor's degree) 
the Rev. Father Brown 

SOME FORMS BARRED 

Rev. Brown 
the Rev. Brown 
Rev. Mr. Brown 

Usually after the full form has been once used it is sufficient to write Mr. Brown, 
or Dr. Bro!v1'I, or Fath{!r Bro!tlll. 

6. Most Reverend as a title is applied to an archbishop; Right Rever
end to a bishop, abbot, or monsignor; Very Reverend to a dean (of a reli
gious sect), vicar-general, president of a seminary or college, superior of a 
religious house, canon, prior, etc. 

7. Use Father or the Rev. Father as the title of a Catholic priest. 

S. Do not use an unwieldy title preceding a name, as Keeper of the 
Grand Seal John Smith. Make it Iohn Smith, keeper of the grand seal. 

9. Do not use a business or trade as a title, as Grocer Smith, Carpenter 
Iones. 
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QUOTATION 
1. De sure to end, as well as begin, quoted matter with quotation marks. 

\Vhere a quotation is broken into paragraphs, put quotation marks at the 
beginning of each paragraph and at the end of the last paragraph. 

2. Use single marks to inclose a quotation within a quotation. Use 
double marks for a third quotation, single for a fourth, and so on. Thus: 

"Yes," said the witness, "Senator Brown's words were : 'Remember the proverb, 
"Haste makes waste." Let us not act too soon.' " 

3. In quoting verse, unless the quoted matter is set in type smaller than 
the context, put quotation marks at the beginning of each stanza and at the 
end of the last stanza. If the quotation is less than a stanza, place quotation 
marks at the beginning and at the end of the quoted matter. 

4. In editing clipped matter, the whole of vvhich is to be quoted, do not 
Lil to change double quotation marks in the body of the clipping to single. 
and single to double. Do not fail to put qubtation marks at the beginning of 
each paragraph, especially if you mark new paragraphs, and at the end of 
the clipping . 

.). Quote the full titles of plays, paintings, statuary, operas, songs, 
lectures, sermons, toasts, mottoes, articles in newspapers , etc. Be sure to in
clude the in the quotation if it is part of the title, as "The Star-Spangled 
Banner." Do not quote the names of characters in books or plays. 

6. Quote the full titles of books, except such books as the Bible, the 
Koran. etc. 

7. Quote words or letters used as in the following sentences: The 
ad jcctive "B ealltiful" is out of place here.-J udgment should be spelled with
out til e U e." Do not quote such words or letters if they are distinguished 
by italics. N either quotation marks nor italics are needed in lists or tables. 

8. Quote words and phrases used ironically or in some other than the 
true significance. Thus: His umansion," I found, was a three-room cottage. 

,I'HEN NOT TO USE QUOTATION MARKS 

9. Do not ·quote interviews and dialogues when the name of the speaker 
is given first, as in a symposium, or when the words Question and Answer 
(or Q . and A.) are used, as in reports of testimony. Use em dashes, as 
below: 

:Mayor James :M. Gordon-I believe the ordinance should be revised. 
Vv'illiam J ones-I am not in favor of revision at this time. 

Q.-Did you see the defendant in the room? 
A.-I did. 
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10. Do not quote extracts that are set in smaller type than the rest of 
the story. If a program of music is set in smaller type, the selections in it 
need not be quoted. 

11. Do not expect a free use of quotation marks to justify slang and 
other faulty diction. If you hesitate to use a word without quoting it, the 
chances are that you had better not use it at all. 

12. Do not quote the names of newspapers and periodicals. as The N e'w 
York Times, The Bookman, The Colztmbia Missourian. Do not hesitate 
however, to quote such names where necessary to avoid confusion or oppor
tunity for ridiculous misinterpretation. This applies especially to headlines, 
where capitalization is no safeguard. Note the effect if quotation marks were 
omitted in such headlines as these: 

"Democrat" for Tariff Reform 
":Messenger" to Appear Tomorrow 

"Heart of America" Distribut.ed to Tourists 

13. Do not quote drys or wets, referring to prohibitionists or antipro
hibitionists. 

14. Do not quote diminutives, such as Tom, Dick, Bill, etc. Distinguish 
these from nicknames, which are to be written thus: J. P. ("Puny") Bluck, 
or, if only the surname is used, "Puny" Bluck. Use nicknames sparingly, 
however, even in sport stories. Beware of insulting nicknames. 

15. Do not quote the names of animals, ships, airplanes , airships etc., 
except in headlines, and sometimes in text, to avoid misinterpretation, as 
Two Killed in "Los Angeles" Disaster, referring to the dirigible. 

For the placing of quotation marks with reference to o:her punctuation marks, see 
page 33. 
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COMPOUNDS 
Compounding is affected, tirst by meaning, second by usage, third by grammatical 

construc~ion. 

If the meaning of a compound is different from the meaning of the same words used 
separa,ely, use the appropriate form, of course. 

lf the meaning is the same whether the words are compounded or not, we must rely 
on good usage, which sometimes sanctions more than one form. The School of Journal
ism's pre terence in many such cases is indicated here. In other cases consult "Web
ster's New International Dictionary." 

Words which are compounded in some constructions and not in others are discussed 
under the subheading "Temporary Compounds." 

MEANING AS A GUIDE 

1. Let meaning be your first guide in compounding. A great grand
father is quite different from a great-grandfather; watermelons at 10 cents 
a piece (when sold by the slice) would be much more expensive than at 10 
cents apiece (a whole melon at a time). 

2. Note that some combinations of words formerly used separately 
have to some extent become detached from the original meaning. Railroad, 
for instance, is no longer thought of as a kind of road; the word road pre
sents a totally different picture to the mind. Similarly, a courthouse is not 
:he type of building which we usually think of as a house. 'When two such 
words have to be taken together to carry the proper meaning, it is only 
logical to prefer a compound form. 

3. Distinguish between everyone and everyone, anyone and anyone, 
some one and someone. The two-word forms indicate individuals of specified 
groups, while the solid-word forms are vaguely inclusive. In addition, the 
solid-word forms almost invariably refer to persons, while the two-word 
form mayor may not. Thus: Here are three apples; you may have amy 
one. Some one of these three rules will apply. 

4. Make the same distinction between every body and everybody, any. 
body and anybody, some body and somebody. When the two-word form is 
used, body retains its separate meaning. Thus: Every body in the universe 
a·ttracts every other body.-They camped on the shores of some body of 
u'ater, but could not learn its name. 

S. Distinguish between some time and sometime. The play will be giv
en sometime next week.--The play will be given at some time to be selected 
later.-S ome time elapsed before he returned. 

PRONUNCIATION AS A GUIDE 

6. The pronunciation of a word or series of words sometimes will aid 
in determining whether. a compound form or the separate-word form should 
be used. If one syllable is stressed, and the others accented only secondarily 
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if at all, the chances are that a compound form should be used. If a syllable 
in each word is stressed, it is ]jkely that the words retain their individuality 
and should be written as separate words. Pronunciation is unreliable, how
ever, as a guide to the use or omission of the hyphen in a compound word. 

LENGTH AS A GUIDE 

7. Use the hyphen in any compound word which is so long or unusual 
as to be confusing otherwise, as post-revolutionary, extm-judical, ultra
fashionable. 

8. The shorter the words, the more likely they are to be combined with
out the hyphen, even if the meaning is the same as that expressed by the 
separate words. This applies especially to compounds of two monosyllables. 

8a. Write today, tOllight, and tomorroZIJ without the hyphen. Make cannot a solid 
word. 

8b. In general, compound the following words without the hyphen when the prefix 
is of only one syllable, and do not compound at all when the prefix is of more than. one 
syllable: 

WORD EXAMPLE EXAMPLE 

house courthouse apartment house 
room courtroom dining room 
bird catbird mocking bird 
boat rowboat motor boat 
book textbook reference book 
case bookcase packing case 
fish goldfish flying fish 
load carload wagon load 
ship warship training ship 
shop workshop blacksmith shop 
track racetrack running track 
yard shipyard navy yard 

Some exceptions to this rule are: Circuit Court room, University Club rooms, White 
House, cuttlefish, b~ttleship. 

8c. Fold is joined without the hyphen to a word of one syllable, but is hyphenated 
when joined to a word of two or more syllables, as threefold, tenfold'i hundred-fold, 
seventy-fold. 

COMPOUNDING WITH PREFIXES 

9. Such prefixes as demi, semi, bi, fri, co, pre, re, sub, super, inter, 
intra, ante, anti, post, over, under are usually joined to a word without a hy
phen; thus: demigod, semiannual, coeducation, readjust, subcommittee, inter
collegiate, postgraduate. 

10. Note these exceptions to Rule 9: 
lOa. Use the hyphen if the prefix ends in a vowel and is followed by the same 

vowel, as in pre-empt, re-echo. 

lOb. Use the hyphen if the prefix is followed by a proper name. as in J>1'e-Raphaelite, 
ante-C hristian. ' 

lOc .. Use the hyphen if it is needed to dis~inguish a word from another of different 
meaning, as in co-respoll'dellt, rl'-COZler (to cover again). ' 
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11. Ex preceding a title takes the hyphen, as in ex-President Coolidge 
(but former President Coolidge is preferred). Hyphenate Governor-elect 
Smith. 

OTHER PERMANENT COMPOUNDS 

12. Hyphenate such combinations as vice-president, vice-consu.l, gove,'
nor-general, surgeon-general, lieutenant-general, brigadier-genel'al, post
master-general, attorne)'-genera'Z, c01nmander-in-chief, lieu,tenant-colonel, 
sergeant-major, sergeant-a.t-arms. Do not hyphenate prosecuting attorney, 
first lieutenant, first deputy, etc. Capitalize all the principal elements of 
such titles when preceding a name, whether or not the hyphen is used, a:; 
Vice-Consul Smith, Brig,-Gen. Henry, First Lieutenant Jones. Capitalize 
the same way in headlines. 

13. Observe the following forms: schoolmaster, schoolma'am, school
room, (solid word), schoolhouse, schoolboy, schoolgirl, school board, school 
children, high school, ward school, school-teacher, school-teaching. 

14. Hyphenate nouns that express a double occupation, as poet-artist. 
15. Compounds of half and qua.rter are usually hyphenated, as half-

dollar (but half a dollar) , half-past, quarter-mile. 

16. Hyphenate such compounds of numbers as thirty-two, forty-four. 
17. Hyphenate fractions, as one-fourth, three-sevenths. 
18. 'Words formed with the suffix wide usually take the hyphen, as 

state-'Zuide, city-wide. 

TEMPORARY COMPOUNDS 
Some words not ordinarily compounded are joined when used in certain construc

tions. Note the following cases: 

19. Two or more words combined into one adjective preceding a noun 
should be hyphenated, as never-to-be-forgotten event, well-known man, first
class investment, English-speaking peoples, up-to-date styles, 4-year-old boy, 
6-to-3 score. Do not hyphenate such combinations when they follow the 
noun, as an event never to be forgotten, a man well known in the city, a bov 
4 years old, a score of 6 to 3. Note the following exceptions to this rule: 

19a. Do not compound an adverb ending in i:;; and a participle, even when combined 
as a modifying element, as freshly painted house. 

19b. Do not compound proper names consisting of more than one word, even 
when used as a modifying element, as Old English lettering, Civil War days. 

20. Lineup, holdup, walkout, strike-out, kick-off, try-out are correctly 
compounded when used as nouns. Otherwise separate each into verb and 
adverb. as line up, strike out, etc. Thus: The lineltp will not be known until 
the teams line up. 

21. The use of a modifying term sometimes separates the elements of 
a compound word. To indicate that a shoemaker makes wooden shoes you 
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would call him a wooden-shoe maker, not a wooden shoe-maker. The lattel
would be absurd. Similarly, write yMmg school-te(]Jcher, but high-school 
teacher. The young refers to the teacher, while the high refers to the school. 

baseball 
basketball 
bullfight 
businesslike 
butterfat 
cannot 
churchgoer 
commonplace 
fireproof 
football 
goodby 

bull's-eve 
bv-Iaw
by-product. 
court-martial 

ball player 
copy reader 

MISCELLANEOUS PREFERENCES 
CONTINUOUS COMPOUNDS 

holdup 
inasmuch 
lawbreaker 
lifetime 
livestock 
mansl?ughter 
mantelpiece 
midwest 
near sighted 
northeast 
postoffice 

HYPHENATED COMPOUNDS 

tam-o' -shanter 
trans-Atlantic 
week-end 
X-ray 

SF.PARAl'IS WORDS 

La Follette 
newspaper man 

SPORT TERMS 

purebred 
railroad 
rainstorm 
sportsmanlike 
taxpayer 
teammate 
teaspoonful 
textbook 
theatergoer 
undergraduate 
upperclassman 

cross-country 
Parent-Teacher Association 

(P.-T. A.) 

one's self 
per cent 

Baseball-first base, second base, third base, shortstop; right field , left field, center 
field, outfield, infield, first baseman, etc.; right fielder, etc., outfielder, infielder; two-base 
hit, sacrifice hit, home run; pinch-hi tter; hit-and-run play; double header. The score 
was 4 to 1. Defeated by a 4-to-1 score. 

Foofball-Ieft end, left tackle, left guard, center, left halfback, fullback, quarterback, 
touchdown, field goal, placekick, dropkick, head linesman. 

Track-100-yard dash, 220-yard dash, 440-yard dash or quarter-mile dash, 88G-yard 
rtin or half-mile run, mile run, two-mile run, 120-yard high hurdles, 220-yard low 
hurdles, high jump, broad jump, discus-throw, shot-put, pole-vault. 

Przize Fighting-·lightweight, featherweignt, welterweight, middleweight, bantam
weight, heavyweight, light-heavyweight. 
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SPELLING 
In cases not covered by this deskbook. consult W cbs!cr's II,' ew In,ternationai Dic

tio1tal'Y. If more than one spelling is recognized by the dictionary as being in good use, 
give preference to the shorter and simpler, or, if there is no choice in this regard, give 
preference to the form given first in the dictionary. 

1. \\"ith \vords of more than one syllable, a final consonant preceded 
by a single \Iuwel is usually not doubled on adding a suffix, except when the 
final syllable is accented, as traveler, traveling, hidnaped, marvelous, jewelry, 
benefited; but hotter (from hot: one syllable), planned (from plan: one 
syllable), beginning (from begin: accent on final syllable), abettor (from 
abet: accent on final syllable). 

2. Spell toward, ba1ck'll'ard, forward, afterward, upward, homeward, 
and similar words without the final s. 

3. 
qHlrc. 

4. 

USeiJldorse, inclose, and inquire rather than endorse, enclose, en
Use enforce, but reinforce. 
Use the er ending in theater, caliber, center. 

:;. Use or, not 0111'., in favor, color, rumor, demeanor, labor, vigor, 
fervor, etc. 

6. \Vrite insallitary, not unsanitary. 
/. Omit final e fr0111 antitoxin, glycerin, paraffin, etc. 
8. Use e instead of the diphthong ae in such words as esthetic, anes

thesia. 
9. Use no space after M c, as llIcDonnell., McLeod, etc. 

10. \\Trite airplane, airdrome; not a,eroplane, aerodrome. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
The following list contains both words of more than one spelling and words which 

are frequently misspelled. S ;udents will be expected to observe this style: 
accommodate archeology canyon 
accumulate Argentina (noun) capital (city) 
adviser Argentine (adj.) capitol (building) 
advisory auxiliary carburetor 
Aegean ax Carrollton (Mo.) 
aid-dc-camp balloon catalog 
Allegheny baptize catarrh 
all right battalion centimeter 
already bazar chancellor 
alumna benefited chaperon 

(feminine singular) benefiting chaperons 
alumnae blond (adj. and masc. noun) charivari 

femnine plural) blonde (fern. noun) Chile 
alumni bluing chock .. full 

(masculine plural) bogey (in golf) cigare ~te 
alumnns Boonville (Mo.) Cincinnati 

(m<lsculine singular)' Buenos Aires clue 
anemia bus coilectible 
anesthetic busses (plural) combated 
antitoxin canceled connoi>seur 
apparel canvas (cloth) consensus 
appareled canvass (for votes) controller (official) 
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cozy 
criticise 
decalogue 
defense 
demagogue 
demagogy 
develop 
development 
diphtheria 
dishabille 
disheveled 
disk 
dispatch 
draft 
drier 
driest 
drought 
dryly 
dyeing (coloring) 
dying (expiring) 
Edinburgh 
eleemosynary 
embarrass 
employe 
envelop (verb) 
envelope (noun) 
Eskimo 
Eskimos 
farther (distance) 
further (in addition) 
fiance (mali) 
fiancee (woman) 
fiery 
Filipino 
flier 
fulfill 
gantlet (to run the) 
gauntlet (glove) 
gaseous 
gasoline 
gauge 
gayety 
gayly 
glycerin 
goodbv 
g0ssiped 
graveled 
gray 
gruesome 
gypsy 
Haitian 
Halloween 
handicapped 
harass 
Hawaii 
Hawaiian 
hemorrhage 
hypocrisy 
idiosyncrasy 
imperiled 
inclose 
indispensable 
indorse 
innocuous 
inorulate 
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insanitary 
intrench 
intrust 
IOU (no periods) 
its (possessive of it) 
it's (it is) 
jingoes 
Johns Hopkins (University) 
judgment 
karat 
kidnaped 
kimono 
labeled 
labontory 
libelous 
license 
lilies 
lily 
loath (reluctant) 
loathe (to detest) 
lose (to suffer lc.ss) 
mantel (shelf) 
mantle (covering) 
Marseillai se 
marshal (officer). 
Marshall, (Mo.) 
marveled 
marvelous 
meag-er 
medlenl 
milk cow 
Mohammed 
mold 
mussel (shellfish) 
mustache 
nickel 
nitroglycerin 
noticeable 
nowadays 
occurrence 
offense 
one's self (not oneself) 
paraffin 
parallel 
pedagogue 
.pedagogy 
Peiping 
Philippines 
picnic 
nicnicker 
Pittsburgh (Pa.) 
Pit:sburg (Kan.) 
pleaded (past tense of plead) 
plow 
Porto Rico 
postoffice 
practice 
precede 
pretense 
preventive 
proceed 
procedure 
privilege 
prologue 
prophecy (noun) 

prophesy (verb) 
putt (in golf) 
pygmy 
quarreled 
quartet 
questionnaire 
Quintet 
recommend 
reconnoiter 
reinforce 
renaissance 
repertoire 
reverie 
rhythm 
Romance (languages) 
Rumania 
sacrilegious 
salable 
sauerkraut 
separate 
sextet 
Shakespeare 
Shakespearean 
siege 
si ght (something seen) 
site (location) 
cite (to refer to) 
sirup 
skeptic 
skillful 
solos (plural of solo) 
stanch 
stationary (fixed) 
stationery (paper, etc.) 
statue (image) 
stature (height) 
statute (law) 
s:ayed (past tense of stay) 
stereopticon 
strait-laced 
subpena 
Sudan 
supersede 
theater 
1hrash (to whip) 
thresh (grain) 
Tibet 
Tokvo 
Tolstoy 
traveled 
traveler 
tying 
vaccinate 
vaccine 
vender 
vermilion 
weird. 
Welsh 

(pertaining to Wales) 
whisky 
wiener 
will ful 
woful 
wor-hiped 
w0rshiper 
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PUNCTUATION 
This section is not meant to be a complete guide to punctuation. Its purpose is 

merely to give rules and suggestions covering points that frequently arise in the writing 
and editing of news copy. For the general principles of punctuation, consult any stan
dard work on the subject. 

THE COMMA 

1. Distinguish between restrictive (sometimes called limiting or defm
ing) clauses and non-restrictive. The restrictive clause is necessary to define 
the term it modifies, and consequently is too closely related to the latter to be 
set off by commas. The non-restrictive clause is merely an added or paren
thetical expression concerning a term which does not need definition; so the 
clause is set off by commas. To test whether a clause is restrictive or not, 
omit it in reading the sentence. If the meaning is not changed by the 
omission, the clause is non-restrictive, and should be set off by commas. 

The importance of this distinction may be observed from the following 
sentence containing the same words but expressing different thoughts: 

The juniors of the college, who defied the faculty, have been expelled. (Non-n~·· 
strictive .) 

The juniors of the college who defied the faculty have been I.!xpelled. (Restrictive.) 

The first sentence means that all the juniors have been expelled. The 
second means that only those of a particular group-those who defied the 
faculty-have been expelled. 

2. Distinguish between alternative or and appositional or. "John or 
Thomas will carry the message." (Alternative or; no comma.)-"Indian 
corn, or maize, is the chief product of the state." (Appositional or; com
mas required.) 

3. . A participial phrase at the beginning of a sentence is usually set off 
by a comma. Shouting a 'warning, he ran down the street. 

4. Co-ordinate adj ectives, as in a kind, patient, indu.lgent father, are 
separated by commas. Do not use a comma when the adjectives are not 
co-ordinate, but dependent each on what follows, as a handsome young man, 
our e.t"celient financial system". The commas are correctly placed if, as a test, 
we can i~agine each replaced by and without changing the meaning of the 
sentence. 

5. Jr., Sr., :M~., etc., require commas on each side unless .they end a 
sentence. John Jones, Sr., of Cameron, Mo., made an address. One of the 
commonest errors in punctuation is the omiSSIon of the comma. after a 
parenthetical expression. 

6. Use commas to set off the year in a date. The men who enlisted 
in April, 1917, were wholly untrained, bu.t on N 0'1/. Il, 1918, they were 
7.1eierans. 
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7. Use a comma, not a colon, after vi:::., to wit, namely, etc., except in 
ending a paragraph. 

8. Use no comma in 5 feet 8 inches tall, 3 years 6 months old, etc. 

9. Use a comma after whereas, resolved, etc. and follow with a lower
case letter. Resolved, that we, the members of ... 

For examples of misuse of the comma, see "Four llIiterate Blunders," at the end 
of thi s section. 

THE SEMICOLON 
10. Use the semicolon to separate co-ordinate clauses of the same sen

tence when they are not separated by a co-ordinate conjunction. This is a 
bad law; it should be repealed. vVhen the connection between the two 
clauses is not unusually close, however, it is generally better to make them 
separate sentences. 

11. Use the semicolon between co-ordinate clauses joined by a con
junctive adverb such as therefore, however, so, hence, thus, then, conse
quently, accordingly, nevertheless, etc. Thus: The difficulties in the under
taking '(C'ere obvioHs; howc'uer, 'Lere hopefully began preparations. 

12. Use the semicolon to separate members of a series when the mem
bers themselves, or some of them, are broken up by commas. Thus: I saw 
the Perry .Monwnent, which overlooks Lake Erie, where Perry won his 
greatest fa.me; the municipal bathing pavilion, which frequently accommo
dates more than ten thousand persons in a day; and the lagoon, where motor 
boats by the score are moored. (But: I sa·w the Perry Monument, the 
municipal bathing pavilion, and the lagoon.) 

13. Use the semicolon in a construction such as this: Those present 
were: fohn fones, Mexico, Mo.; Horace Brown, Sedalia; Mrs. W.B. Smith 
and Mrs. f. H. Howard, St. Louis; Dr. B. B. Simmons, Moberly; H. K. 
Henry, Columbia. (But if there were not more than three on the list: Those 
present were fohn fones of Mexico, Mo .. Hor~((' Fr')~'l1 of Scda.lia., and Dr. 
B. B. Simmons of Moberly.) 

14. Use the semicolon to avoid confusion in such a construction as 
this: The party consisted of f. f . . Lee; H. H. Winton, his secretQ.ry; Mrs. 
Lee; Miss Mar)! Brown, her nurse; and three servants. Written thus, the 
sen.tence indicates there were seven persons in the party. Readers might get 
the impression there were nine if the sentence were written: 1. I. Lee, H. H. 
Winton, his secretary, Mrs. Lee, M{ss Mary Brown, her nurse, and three 
servants. 

THE COLON 
15. ' Use a colon (1) before a quotation of more than one sentence; ·(2) 

before a quotation of one sentence. I replied, UN 0; we can't do that." . 
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any quoted matter tnat begins a new paragraph. In general , use the comma 
before a quotation of one sentence. I replied, ';'N 0; we can' t do that." 

16. Use a colon between chapter and verse in scriptural references. 
Matthew 2 :5-I3. 

17. Use the colon in giving time, as 7:30 o'clock. 
18. In general, use the colon in introducing matter with the following, 

as follows and similar expressions. 

THE APOSTROPHE 

19. If a noun (either singular or pI ural) does not end in s, form its 
possessive case by adding apostrophe and s, as in the girl's hat, the children's 
hats. If a noun ends in s, form its possessive by adding the apostrophe 
only, as in the girls' hats, James' hat, Farmers' Week . ~ 

20. Observe use of the apostrophe in don"t, doesn't, ha'lIen't, I've, 
'tis, can't, etc. The apostrophe takes the place of the elided letter or letters. 
The plural of don't is don'ts. 

21. The apostrophe is never used in the possessive pronouns, his, hers, 
its, 3!ours, etc. It's means it is. 

22. The possessive of M. U. is M. U.' s. 
23. Use the apostrophe in forming the plural of letters, as the thre!? 

R 's, the i's in a font of type. Do not use the apostrophe with figures, as 5.'1 
or 3'0s, (as in referring to bonds bearing 5 per cent or 3'0 per cent interest). 

24. Use no apostrophe with bus, phone, varsity. 

THE DASH 
25. Do not overwork the dash. 'Usually the comma will do as well. 

A legitimate use of the dash is to denote an abrupt break in the construction. 
He thought of his mother-what a woman she was! 

26. Dashes are sometimes used for the sake of emphasis to set off 
parenthetical words. Dinner-for they dined in the evening now-made a 
welcome diversion. 

27. The dash may be used for significant pause. I asked for bread and 
they gave me-fried chicken. 

28. Use a dash in unfinished sentences. Put quotation marks, if any, 
outside the dash. uThen your name is-" 

PARENTHESIS 

29. Do not be confused by marks of parenthesis. If any mark is re
quired after the part of the sentence preceding the parenthesis, put it after 
the second curve. Punctuate the parenthetical matter separately. Thus: 
"The celebrated 'Chaldee Manuscript' was the piece de resistance-a satire, 
couched in biblical language (probably at the suggestion of James Hogg, 
the 'Ettrick Shepherd,' who was admitted to the council of conspiratorsL 
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directed chiefly against the former editors of the magazine."-H enry Mills 
Alden. 

30. If an entire sentence is inclosed in parentheses, the period should 
come before the last curve. Thus: (For additional data see Page I7.) If 
only the last words are inclosed, the period should come after the curve. 
Thus: H e 1~ses many words incorrectly (for example, Upractical'" and 
.r)racticable") . 

31. 'When the name of the state, though not a part of the title of a 
newspaper, is given with the title, use this form: The Sturgeon eM 0.) 
Leader. Omit name of state after large cities, as the Chicago Daily N e'Ws. 

BRACKETS 

32. Brackets are correctly used to indicate an interpolation !Oade in a 
quotation by the person quoting. The news writer rarely has occasion for 
these marks. 

QUOTATION MARKS 

33. The period and the comma always stand before quotation marks 
as a matter of typography. aOn this platform," he said, U1 expect to zt'in." 

34. Other punctuation marks should be placed inside the quotation 
marks if they are part of the quotation; outside if they are not. The books 
were studied in this order: First, uSilas Ma.rner"; second. UDaz,id Copper
field"; third. "Henry Esm.ond." -f'Who goes there 1" he challenged.-H ave 
yolt ever seen Maude Adams in "Peter Pan" 1 

See also "Quotation." 

FOUR ILLITERATE BLUNDERS 
(From "Principles of Modern Punctuation," by Dr. Robert L. Ramsay of the Eng

lish department of the University of Missouri; published by the School of Journalism. 
1908.) 

The mistakes most to be avoided are those that brand the user as iIliter
,ate or slovenly. Of these there are four that give to one's writing an 
especially crude and careless air. 

L The "false period." This consists of putting a period after a group 
of words that do not make complete sense, after a phrase or subordinate 
clause instead of a sentence. It is the worst of all blunders in punctuation. 
because it indicates that the writer does not understand the most elementary 
of grammatical problems, how to tell a sentence when he sees one. The 
following examples are taken from students' themes: 

Milton wrote many poems in his youth. The best ' known being "Lycidas" and "Co
mus." 

The stranger blamed himself severely. Which was not doing himself justice. 
He was very lenient about people's being on tim.e. Principally because he wa, 

always late himself. 
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2. The "fal se comma." This blunder is the converse of the fir st, and 
nearly as bad. The " fal se period" occurs when part of the sentence is writ
ten a~ if it were a whole sentence; the "false comma, " when two complete 
sentences are written as one, with only a comma between them. T wo com
plete thoughts do not belong in the same sentence unless their independence 
is recognized in the link betvveen them. This link may be one of the pure 
co-ordinate conjunctions (a nd, but, or, nor, sometimes for and yet) or the 
semicolon. vVith other connectives, such as therefore, nevertheless, still , 
moreover, the comma alone is not sufficient; the semicolon is the distinctive 
mark for independent clauses. In the examples given below, either period 
or semicolon might be used, but the comma is wrong: 

Si r Roger de CO\Trly was a good churchman, he attended church every Sunday. 
The night was mol. we rode swiftly a long the silent road. 
'vVe all \\'alked rapid ly, the sun had gon~ down, there were no horses . 

3. The " unbalanced comma." In all cases where a word, phrase, or 
clause is cut off by C01111l1aS-a transposed element, a non-restrictive phrase 
or clause, a parenthetical element of any kind ,-it produces a particularly baa 
effect to use one of the two commas and omit the other. It is better to omit 
both than to do this . 

These m en in their honorar y capaci:y, already have sufficient work to perform. 
The party then, consisted of about twelve persons. 
It is not strange that the sentiment of loyalty should, from the day of hi s accession 

haye begun t o r evive. 
It was ', he master of the bous': to whom, as 111 duty bouncl I communicated my 

intention. 

4. The "exaggerated semicolon." Just as it looks illiterate to put a 
comma before an independent clause, so it looks illiterate, though lV)t so 
much so, to put a semicolon before a subordinate clause ; not so much so, 
tCl'al1 '''~ thi s is somctirm.: done in the series, aar! ·,r,metime.; i()r rhetorical 
dIec!. Hut it is very liable to abuse, and most cases of it ar~ dt'c to ign()
ranee. The safest rule is never to use the semicolon except between inde
p.,ndent clauses. 

The stranger blamed himself severely which was not doing himself justice. 
Milton wrote many poems in his youth; the bes~~known being "Lycidas" and "Co

mus." 

When ambition asserts the monstrous doctrine: of millions made for ind:viduals, 
their playthin gs, to be demol ished at their caprice; is not the good man indignant? 
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SPECIAL FORMS 

FULL-MEASURE BOX SCORE 
(See the official scoring rules) 

ST. LOUIS AB. R. H. O. A. E. 
Blue, Ib ------________ 5 1 0 10 2 0 
Hale, 3b ----__________ 3 0 0 1 2 0 
Manush, If --- ________ -4 0 2 4 0 0 
Kress, ss -------______ -4 1 1 2 1 1 
Gullic, rf _____________ -4 2 2 2 0 0 
Melillo, 2b ----_______ -4 0 0 1 6 0 
McNeely, cf __________ 3 1 1 3 0 1 
Ferrell. c ______________ 2 0 0 3 0 () 
Stewart, p - ___________ 3 1 2 1 1 G 

Totals ______________ 32 6 8 27 12 2 

BOSTON AB. R. H. O. A. E. 
Oliver, cf ______________ 5 1 1 2 0 0 
Miller, 3b ____________ 5 0 0 0 2 0 
\Vebb, rf ______________ 4 1 2 2 0 0 
Scarritt, If ___________ -4 1 1 5 0 1 
Regan, 2b ___________ -4 1 2 3 2 0 
Sweeney, Ib _________ -4 1 1 9 0 1 
Narlesky, ss __________ 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Rhyne, ss ______________ 3 0 1 0 1 2 
Berry, c _____________ -4 0 0 3 2 0 
Russell, p ____________ 3 0 1 0 0 0 
*Heving __ .. ____________ 1 0 0 0 0 0 
**Cicero ______________ 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Totals ______________ 38 5 9 24 7 5 

*Batted for Rhyne in eighth inning. 
**Batted for Russell in ninth inning. 

Score by innings: 123 456 789 
Boston ________________ 000 001 040--5 
St. Louis ______________ 000 031 20*-6 

Summary: Two, base hits-Manush 2, 
McNeely, Regan, Russell, Sweeney. Home 
runs-Webb , Gullic. RUlls batted Ill-By 
Gullic 2, Hale 1, Maml,h 1, Stewart 1, 
Webb 1, Regan 1, Sweeney l. Sacrifice 
hits-McNeely, Ferrell, Hale, Bases on 
balls-Off Stewart 1, ,}ff Russell 2 
Struck out-By Stewart 3, Russell l. 
Left on bases-St, Louis, 7; Boston, 6. 
Time of game-l :40. Uml.ires-Guthrie, 
Hildebrand and Ormsby. 

HALF-MEASURE BOX SCORE 
ST'. PAUL 

AB. H. O. A.E. 
Niles. 3b 2 1 4 2 0 
Martin ss ,6 3 4 1 0 
Padd'ck, If (, 1 4 0 0 
Cruise, rf 3 0 2 I 1 
Johnson, c 6 2 3 0 0 
Riggert, cf 4 2 3 0 0 
Dress'n. lh 3 1 6 0 0 
O'Le'ry. 2b 4 0 I 3 0 
Hall, p 4 0 1 0 

Total" 38 13 27 8 1 

LOUISVILLE 
AB. H. O. A.E. 

Daniels, rf 5 0 3 0 0 
O sborn, cf I I 4 0 0 
Moore, cf 2 0 I 0 0 
St'nsb'y, 2b 4 2 3 1 0 
Crossin, c 4 3 1 0 
Miller. I b 4 8 0 2 
Derrick ss 4 0 1 6 0 
Mi<lki'Ff, 3h 4 1 0 0 0 
Dell If 3 1 4 0 1 
H"ch, p 0 0 0 3 0 
FlIis, p 0 0 0 0 0 
Taylor, p 3 0 0 0 0 
'Clt-mons 0 t) 0 0 0 

"'otals 34 8 27 II 3 

• Batted for T 'aylor in nioth. 

Score by innings: 

SI. I'aul .. ...... ........................ .... 062 100 i 10-1I 
Louisvi,Jle .. ............ ........ ............ 100 000 010-- 2 

Summary: Runs-·Nile5 2, Martin 3, Paddock 
Cruise. Rig!(ert O'Leary HalI 2; Daniel s. Cros: 
sin. Two-base hits--HalI, Riggert, Three-base 
hit-.-Crossin. Home runs-Hall, Niles. Stolen 
bases-Cruise, O'Leary. Earned runs-St . pour 
7. Lnuioville 2. Sacrifice hits-Dressen 2, 
Cruise, Leary. Left on baser-St. Paul 12, 
L()ui ~vj]]e R Fir~t ba<;c on errors-St. Paul 3. 
Bases on baJlr-Off Taylor 6, off Hoch 2, off 
Ellis 3 (three batters) off Taylor 8 in 7 2-3 
jnnings. Strur:1( out-B ... · Taylor 3, hv Hall 2. 
Passed Ball-Crossin. Time-2 :05. l.Tmpi.·cs
Owens and Knapp. 

SCORE BY INNINGS ONLY 

R. H. E. 
New Orleans 000 100 O~O- 3 8 0 
Birmingham 000 000 000- 0 5 3 

Batteries: New Orleans-\·Veaver and 
Higgins; Birmingham-Robertson and 
Hall. 

Incomplete Game 

Washington ____________ OGO (J 

Boston ________________ ()(.() 0 

Batteries: Washington-Gaston and 
Tate; Boston-Bradley and Berry 
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FOOTBALL LI NEUP 

:\USSOURI 

BASKETBALL SCOltE 

AMES 
Speelman. Ie __________________ Ie, Jones 
H erndon, It __________ It, R eeve (CapL) 
Groves, Ig _________________ -Il;. Deffke 
Lansing, c __________________ __ c. Johns 
Van Dync. r g ____________ rg. McKinley 
Clay (capt.), rt ____________ rt, Mattison 
LaRue, re __________________ re, Packer 
Collins, qb ____________________ qb, Moss 
Shepard. Illb ______________ ILb, Wilson 
Dunckel, fb __________________ ._ fb , Uhl 
Graves. rhb ____________ rhb, !VkDonnell 

Referee-Groves (Washington D.). 
Umpire-Quigley "( St. Mary's ) . Head 
line,man- -Thomas (Purdue). 

:-'rISSOURI 
Huby, f 
C:cott, f 
Vogt, c 
Schroeder, g 
Browning, g 
Coffey, g 

Totals 

KANSAS 
Bunn, f 
Lonberg, f 
!v{atthews, c 
Frederick, c 
"!\1a;;on, g 
Bennet:, g 
Harms, g 

Totals 

TRACK SUMMARY 

F 'ee 
Goals Throws Fouls 
402 
476 
803 
201 
o 0 0 
001 

18 7 13 

Fl ee 
Goals Throws Fouls 
303 
1 0 0 
1 1 3 
3 0 1 
1 0 2 
042 
1 0 1 

10 12 

lOO-yard dash-Smith, Missouri, first; Shaw, Kansas, second. Time, lOU seconds. 
44O-yard dash-Wilson, Kansas, first; Jones, Missouri, second. Time, 52 seconds. 
Two-mile run-Ames, Kansas, first; Brown, Missouri, second. Time, 10 minutes 

1% seconds. 
High jump-Frank, Missouri, first; \Villiams, Missouri, second. H!ight, 5 feet 

11 inches. 

DATELINES 

Observe capitalization and punctuation in the following. 

CHICAGO, June 30 (UP.).-Mayor Thompson announced today that 
ELDON, Mo., June ZO.-An attempt to rob the First National Bank 
LENINGRAD, May 27 (by mail).-The next serious blow of the 
PARIS, Aug. 3 (R:I0 p. m.).-Fighting on the western front has c!ased 
BARCELONA, Venezue1a.-The importation of automobiles from the 
MEMORIAL STADIUM, Lawrence, Kan .. Nov. 22.-The Missouri 'J.ig~rs defeat-

The rules: Name of city in capitals; state or country, lower-case. Omit 
state or country after city whose location is "well known. Do not abbreviate 
names of foreign countries. 

Parenthetical matter, if any, goes after the date, before the period and 
dash . Make the parenthetical matter lower-case except for proper names. 
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CREDIT LINES 

United Press stories are usually credited by using (U. P .) in the date
line, as shown above. Note these other forms used in giving credit: 

By a Staff Correspn11.dent. 
Special Dispatch to 'The :Missourian. 
From The New York Times. 

(Copyright 1925) 

By L. C :MARTIN 
Cnited Press Staff Correspondent 

If any form which starts flush at the left is too long for one line, it 
should be set as a hanging indention. If any line which is usually centered 
is too long for one line, it should be set as an inverted pyramid . 

COMMUNICA TIONS 

Editor the Missourian: is the form of salutation used on communica
tions. This is run in as part of the first paragraph. A noncommittal head
line (No.6) is used. 

The signature is set in capitals, one em in from the right, without dash. 
Set in last line of text if there is room; otherwise make a separate line. 

Dateline, if any, is set at the end in lower-case, one em in from tne 
left, thus: 

The Government's Budget 

Editor the Missourian: A news dis
pa:ch sent out from vVashington Fri
day . . . result. A. B. CADY 

Kansas City, 1by 18. 

If it is necessary to use all the introductory matter in a letter, run it in, 
thus: 

Dwight F. Davis, Secretary of War, 
vVashington, D. C.-Dear Sir: I have 
the honor .. . 

INTRODUCTIONS 

Editorial notes or other introductory matter, not a part of the story. 
should be set in 6-point type. 
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HEADLINES 
The following- headlines are written at the top of the story: Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 

editorial heads. Subheads are of course written between paragraphs of a storY. 
The following headlines are written 011 separate pages: Nos. 1, 1)/0, 2, 3, 4, '50, 8, 

9, and 10. In this case the headline and the story must both hear the same "slug," or 
"guideline," in the upper left-hand corner with a penciled ring around it. The guide
line is a word or a short combination of words, which will readily identify the story, 
as "Election,''' or "Circuit Court," or "Auto Wreck." If the story already bears a 
guideline, do not change it to a different one without good reason. And once any part 
of a story has been slugged and sent to the composing room, be careful to use exactly 
the same wording on the headline and any other parts of the story. 

Whether the headline is written on the same page with the story or on a separate 
,pag<:, it must bear the number which indicates its size and shape. Put this number in 
the upper left-hand corner, with a ring aronnd it . This tells the printer the type sizes 
,md everything else he needs to know in setting the head. 

If you know the size of the head wanted when you edit the story, inclUde the 
number in the slug-line, as "No.2 Submarine," or "No. SIIz Mayor." 

Headlines designated by numerals are for use in the daily news<paper, while those 
indicated by letters are for the weekly new'papers. 

23 to 26 
units in 

each line 

maximum 41 

maximum 37 

maximum 37 

20 to 37 

30 to 33 ' 

Same as in 

second deck 

NO.1 

HEADLINE MUST FIT ITS SPACE, 
TELL THE STORY ACCURATELY, 
AND CATCH READER.'S INTEREST 

·'The Truth, Nothing but the Truth, and All 
of the Truth That Can Be Crammed In," 
Is the Copy Reader's Oath-Misleading 
Half-Truths Cannot Be Tolerated 

EVERY DECK SHOULD INCLUDE A VERB 
Writer Should Scan His Finished Product to 

Make Sure That the Meaning Will Be 
Clear at a Glance to Persons Who Have 
Not Yet Re,ad the News Story 
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23 to 26 
units in 

each line 

UNI\'ERSITY OF M ISSOURI BULLETI N 

NO. 10 

MORE THAN 200 PERSONS KILLED 
AS DAM GIVES WAY, FLOODING 

VALLEY NORTH OF LOS ANGELES 
I SY, to 20Y, 

J 3 10 J:' 

maximum 13 

19 to .:?l 

20 to 23 

14 to 20 

maximum 15 

NO.9 

Torrent Carries Death 
,.Along Santa Clara 

River 

LITTLE TIME TO ESCAPE 

Eight Towns and Lives 
of 18,000 People ill 

Grave Danger 

maximum 20\,-__ w __ ir_e_N_e_w_s_B_r_i_ef.,....s_-'I· 

NO. 10 
(Used principally over pictures) 

maximum 36 [ ____ T_h_e_s_a_vl_·t_a_r_Q_u_e_e_n_f_o_r_19_3_0 _____ .1 

SUBHEAD 
(Use at least two, if any) 

Guard was on the scene striving to 
maintain order. -

maximum 33 Dance Hall Be<~oDles Morgue 
The Newhall pool room arid dance 

hall was turned overnight into a 
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NO.2 

10 to 12;, OCEAN FLIERS, 
,,~;~tJi~~ LONG OVERDUE 

count spaces , 
as half-units 

in this deck BELIEVED LOST 

18 0 to 20~~~ Hope Is Abandoned for 
13 to 17 Hinchcliffe and 

maximum 13 Companion 

19 to 21 TRIP CALLED IMPOSSIBLE 

20 to 23 Rumors of Miss Mackay's 
14 to 20 Presence on Journey 

maximum 15 Seem Confirmed 

NO.3 

13 to 150 DEMOCRATIC VOTE 
units in 

each line LIGHT IN PRIMARY 

20 to 23 Only 134 Ballots Cast 
14 to 20 This Morning, ,Mostly 

maximum 15 in First Ward 

NO.4 

. Fraternal Call, Not 
16 to 19 B· I R 
units in USlneSS, season 

each line for Ambulance Stop 
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each lin e 
13 to IS 

20 to 23 

14 to 20 

ma.ximum ]5 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI BULLETIN 

NO. 5;~ 

CORONER'S JURY 
TO INSPECT DAM 

Will Look for Disaster's 
Causes in St. Francis 

Structure 

N O. :; 
21 tn 25 i HEADS CEMETERY ASSOCIATION 

I 
maximum 33 1 W. H. Guitar Elected President at 

5 to 25 Annual Meeting of Board 

NO.6 
maximum 33 I Burning Paper Starts Garage Fire 

NO.7 

IS to 20 I Country Club Dance 
each line I tc Be Held Saturday 

NO.8 

Business Halted as Columbia 
Honors Dead of Three Wars 

EDITORIAL HEAD 

maximum 34\ A Hundred Feet of Concrete 

H 

Charms of Other Days Mingle 
With Taps of Auction Hammer 
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14 to ISY, 
units in 

each line 

spaces count 
as full units 
in this deck 

20 to 23 

13 to 17 

maximum 13 

19 to ~l 

same a.s 
second deck 

A 

SNI-A-BAR FARMS 
TO DEMONSTRATE 

STOCK CONDITIONS 
Holman Urges Livestock 

Breeders to Attend 
Exhibitions 

W. A. COCHEL TO ! SPEAK 
Special Train to Grain 

Valley on Morning 
of June 3 

B 

Same as No.3 

c 
Missourian No.4 in roman 

D 

17Y, to 19,) MEETING CELEBRATES 
units in 

each line COMPLETION OF ROAD 
30 to 33 units All-Day Program at Dripping Springs 

25 to 29 Church Draws Crowd From 
12 to 20 All Boone County 

E 

19 to 21 units CASE ENDS IN DEADLOCK 
30 to 33 units Howard County Jury Fails to Agree 

25 to 33 After 25 Hours Deliberation 
13 to 30 in .1. W. Gibson Trial 

F 
Same as Missourian No. .3 

G 

Same as Missourian No.6 
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HOW TO COUNT HEADLINES 

1. Never turn in a head that you "guess" will fit the space allotted 
to it. Make sure it will fit. Heads that are written too long cause delay 
and confusion. 

2. General Rule: Count one unit for each character or space with 
these exceptions: 

Count % for I, period. comma, colon, semicolon, exclamation marK, hyphen, 
apostrophe. or single quotation mark. 

3. Special Rules: 
3a. In a deck set in capitals. count figures or dollar signs as %, f :lCn; in :t deck 

set in capitals and lower-case, count each as a full unit. 
3b. In the top deck of a NO.2 head (111)'. COlmt sflaces as % each; ill all other 

decks, count each as a ful! unit. 
3c. In counting a dec!, set 1'n caps and lower-case, :tv[issourian copy readers use the 

same count as for a deck all in capitals ; but remember that such a count is not e..xact. 
The smaller the count in any line, the greater the need to make allowance for an unusual 
number of capitals in the line. 

(\Vith papers that me lower-case type in the top decks of important heads, a m,->re 
accurate count will have to he used, allowing extra space for each capital, and less space 
for such letters as lower-case I, t, j, etc. This is unnecessary for many newspaper heads, 
however. Do not allow yourself to be confused by such considerations.) 

3d. Try to put at least thrte words in any line which must be spread to fill the 
column, as in the third decks of No. I , No. 10, and No.2 heads, and the top line of any 
pyramid. If a two-word line is used, the count must be practically the maximum per
mitted; otherwise the space between the words will be too wide. 

(In the top deck of the No. S, the preference is for a full line, although a short line 
will be centered rather than spaced too widely. Try to make the count clOlse to the 
maximum.) 

3c. Do not try to count lower-case decks by 'words instead of units until you have 
had considerable experience. Make allowance if the decks contain many short words or 
many long words. The longer the deck, the easier it is to count by words. 

WORDING OF HEADLINES 

4. Use short, simple words, but avoid such overworked words a£ 
probe and rap. 

5. In general, put the main feature in the top deck. Make the head as 
a whole a smooth-reading, accurate, understandable synopsis of the story. 

6. Make the head definite. Do not generalize or draw conclusions, 
but tell specifically what happened. 

7. Never exaggerate. Build the head on the facts in the story. If a 
statement is qualified in the story, qualify it also in the head. 

8. Make every deck of the head complete in itself. Use a verb, 01' verb 
implied, in each deck. The head over a feature story may, however, be more 
like a book title, suggestive of the story rather than a synopsis of it. 

9. Try to use a subject for every verb. If the subject is omitted. make 
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sure the reader cannot make a mi stake in supplying it. Almost invariably 
this means that the omitted subject must be llsed at the beginning of the 
preceding or the following deck. 

10. A void starting a deck with a verb in the same form as its impera-
1 ive. as in this: Vote Against C ompensa.tion Bill. 

11. Heads telling of a recent event are almost invariably put in the 
pre~ent tense-the historical present. Do not, however, tie up a present 
tense with a past date. as in John Smith Dies Yesterday. If a past date is 
of such news interest that it must be used, put the verb in the past tense; 
but in most cases the date may be omitted altogether: John Smith Dies at 
Intl11en:;a. 

12. Principal words should not be repeated. Strive to get as many 
ideas into the head as possible. Do not use impossible synonyms, however 
-such as "canine" for dog or "inn" for a modern hotel. 

13. C~e the articles. a, an, and the, sparingly. The head should tell as 
much of the story as possible in limited space. Use the articles, however, 
when they are needed to make sense. Now and then they may be used ;n 
the interest of symmetry. 

14. Seek originality and shun woodenness, but avoid grotesque effects 
and keep \\'ithin the bounds of good taste. Flippancy and cheap slang are 
forbidden. N ever editorialize. 

13. Never divide a word with a hyphen from one line to another in 
a drop-line (as the top decks of the Missourian No.2 and No.3 heads). In 
a pyramid or hanging indention, this is permissible. 

16. Use the question mark sparingly in qualifying headlines. 
17. Use subheads in stories that run half a column or more. They 

should be placed three or four inches apart. Never use a single subhead. 

CAPITALIZATION IN HEADLINES 

18. Capitalize all words except prepositions, conjunctions, and articles, 
am! capitalize these if they consist of four or more letters. 

19. Lower-case to in an infinitive but capitalize the verb, no matter 
how short, thus: to Be, Is, etc. 

20. Capitalize even a two- or three-letter preposition if it is attached to 
a verb, as in He Was Voted For by His Part)!, John Jones Operated On. 
As a test, see if you can omit the preposition without changing the meaning 
of the verb. 

21. Capitalize the first word after a dash or semicolon used to indicate 
the end of a sentence. 

22. If words are joined by a hyphen, capitalize them as if the hyphen 
were not there, thus: Ninety-Third Street, N ever-to-Be-Forgotten Event. 
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But if the parts of a compound cannot stand as independent words, nse no 
capitals inside the compound, thus: Co-operate. 

PUNCTUATION IN HEADLINES 

23. Follow the usual rules of punctuation except where the following 
rules conflict: 

24. Use no period at the end of a deck unless the deck ends with an 
abbreviation. 

25. Use the dash to separate distinct ideas in the same deck. if the 
deck is a pyramid or hanging indention; othenvise use the semicolon. Thus: 

DETECTIVE SLAIN; 
SNOW HIDES BODY 

Two Men Arrested-Revenge 
May Have Been 

Moti;'c 

26. Single quotation marks may be used instead of double to make a 
headline fit. Give preference to the double. 

ABBREVIATING IN HEADLINES 

27. When space pem1its, headlines should follow ordinary style in reo 
gard to abbreviation. (See pages 15-16). To save space, abbreviations may 
be used more freely in headlines; but no abbreviation required by ordinary 
style should be spelled out to make a headline fit. 

28. Use no abbreviation unless it is so well known as to be understood 
at a glance. 

29. A few abbreviations, including U. S.) Y. M. C. A.) M. U .. U. of iVI .. 
may be used in any construction. 

30. Avoid abbreviating names of states except when following and 
identifying cities. There may be exceptions, of which N. Y. is the most 
common. 

31. Never abbreviate the days of the week. 
32. In general, other well-established abbreviations may be used when 

part of a definite name, place, date, organization, etc., but not otherwise. 
The following rules give specific instances: 

32a. \Vhen preceding and attached to names, the following titles may he abbre
viated in headlines, in addition to those which are abbreviated in text: Pres., Sen., r:ep., 
Do not abbreviate any title not attached to names. Sen. Reed is permissible but not 
Gov. to Sign Bill. 

32b. St., Ave., and Biz·d. may be t1~d with a name as in Elm St., Unive'rsity Ave., 
but not in such a construction as Boy Inj1lred While Cross:ng St. 

32c. Do not abbreviate feet .. inches, yards, n~iles, bushels, centimeters, etc., unless 
use-t with a definite number, ann avoid abbreviat:ng too freely [ven then. 
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32d. Do not abbreviate associatiun, de/'artment, manufacturing, com/'all}', etc., 
'unless part of a definite name , and u se the abbreviations sparingly even then. Missouri 
Fanners' Assn. Bus'}, is permissible, but not Assn. Sec. Vi.fits Here. 

32e. Well-established abbreviations for Christian names may be used with sur
names, as in rVm. Blark H/ins Election, but not as in U7/J!. Is .~1ost P"J'1!/a,·1"la1lle . 

32f. Connty is abbreviated only as part of a name. Boone Co . Taxes lncreasr, hut 

not Co. Jud!!e Resigns. 
32g. Do not abbreviate months unless fo llowed hy the day of the month. This 

would bar such heads as Meetings t(l Be :Hcld ·in Jan. 
33. The may be omitted before Rev., just as other articles are omitted 

in headlines, but Rev. must be followed by some other title if only the sur
name is given. Any of the following forms would be permissible: The 
Rev. 1. K. S 'mith, the Rev. Dr. Smith, Rev. 1. K. Smith, Re'l.I. Dr. Smith, Re~J. 
Mr. Smith, Dr. Smith, Mr. Smith; but not Rev. Smith or the Rev. Smith. 

34. Figures may be used freely instead of spelled-out numbers to save 
space in headlines. Figures aTe not desirable at the beginning of a deck, 
especially if the number is smaller than ten. Give preference to the form 
required by ordinary style. 
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LOCAL STYLE 
Details of style that apply only locally have been excuded as far as possible frum 

the preceding sections of this deskbook. The following material covers points that 
frcquenJy are met in handling news of Columbia and the University. 

NAMING THE UNIVERSITY 

1. Use the official title, the University of Missouri, not Missoun: Un i
versit}, or State Uni'l'ersit},. In abbreviating for headlines, use 111. U. or 
U. of M. , never lVI. S. U. Capitalize University standing alone' (and State 
University on the rare occasions when that for111 has to be used) when it 
refers to this University; otherwise lower-case. 

DIVISIONS AND DEPARTMENTS 

2. In naming the various divisions (not departments) of the Univer
sity. observe the following style: Graduate School, College of Arts and 
Science, (not Sciences), College of Agriculture, College of . Engineering. 
College of Fine Arts. School of Law. School of Medicine, School of Educa
tion, School of Journali sm. School of Business and Public Administration. 
School of ?dines at Rolla. These divisions of the University (that is , the 
schools and colleges) are to be capitalized, as are the Agricultural Experi
ment Station and the Engineering Experiment Station; but the departments 
within the divisions, as chemistry department, history department, soils de
partment, etc., go in lower-case. Likewise, the titles of courses of study, as 
biology, advertising, elementary sociology, etc., go in lower-case in news 
stories unless there is special reason for capitalization. An exception may 
be made in formal announcements of University courses, when the Univer
sity catalog style is to be followed. 

3. Agriwlt1tral e.1:tension service and school of nursing are not cap
italized. 

UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 

4. Capitalize the names of the University structures (with excep
tions noted), observing the following style: 

Brewer Field House 
Business and Public Administration 

Building 
dairy barn 
Daiiy Building 
-dean's house (on the University farm) 
East Chemistry Building 
West Chemistry Building 
Elementarv School 
Engineeri~g Builcling 
Engineering Annex 
greenhouses 

Gwvnn ·Hall 
heating plant (on the University farm) 
horse barn 
hog cholera serum plant 
J ndustrial Arts Building 
Jay H. Neff Hall 
Jesse Hall 
Lathrop Hall 
Lee H. Tate Hall 
Lefevre Hall 
Library Building 
Machinery Hall 
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j\fcAlester Hall 
Mechanic Arts Build:ng 
Memorial Stadium 
:Memorial Tower 
Memorial LTnion Building (to be erected) 
Mumford Hall 
Noyes Hospital 
Parker Memorial Hospital 
Physics Building 
Poultry Building 
power house 
president's house 

Read Hall 
Rollins Field 
Rothwell Gymnasium 
Schweitzer Hall 
Swallow Hall 
Switzler Hall 
Sto('k JUdgin" Pavilion 
Veterinary Building 
University High School 
Waters Hall 
Whitten Hall 
Women's Gymnasium 
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5. The home of the School of Journalism is to be referred to by its 
full name, Jay H. Neff Hall, except in headlines, where this may be short
ened to Neff Hall to save space. 

6. Use UnizJersity A u.ditorium rather than auditoriuJn of Jesse Hall; 
Jay H. Neff Auditoriltln rather than auditorium of .1a)' H. Neff Hall. 

7. Use East Campus and Francis Quadrangle (capitalized), to the ex
ciusion of "Old'; Campus, "White" Campus, etc. The Library Building i, 
between the two campuses. Campus standing alone is not to be capitalized. 

8. Call it the University farm. 

CURATORS AND FACULTY 

9. The Board of Curators (capitaJize) is the governing body of the 
University. Included in this board are the Executive Board (which deals 
with the divisions at Columbia) and the Executive Committee 9f the School 
of Mines. Lower-case board, committee, or curators standing alone. 

10. Capitalize the names of the standing committees of the University, 
as Committee on Public Exercises. (But in general the names of committees 
are not to be capitalized, as committee on decorations, dance committee, etc.) 
Use the more natural forms: Committee on Accredited Schools and Colleges, 
but University H ealth Committee, etc. Shorter forms in general use, as 
Athletic Committee, for Committee on Intercollegia.fe Athletics, may be used 
when there is no chance of misunderstanding. 

11. In naming the president of the University the first time in a story 
call him President Walter Williams, or, when even greater definiteness is 
desirable, President Walter Williams of the Universit3' of Missouri. After 
that say President Williams or Dr. Williams. 

12. These titles are used for members of the teaching force: dean, 
professor, associate professor, assistant professor, instructor, assistant in
structor, assistant, graduate assistant, and student assistant, ranking in the 
order given. In general, use Prof. before the name of anyone ranking as 
professor, associate professor, or assistant professor. \Vhen the exact rank 
is to be given, write as in William Smith, assistant professor of Latin. 
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N ever coin a title for the occasion. Identify instructors and assistants by 
giving their rank, as] ohn Jones, instructor in biology. 

13. Say professor of, but instructor in, a subject. 
14. Each department in the University has a chairman. 
15. Do not use Dr. as a title unless the person named has a doctor's 

degree. 
16. Restrict coach as a title to sport stories, and do not overwork it. 

The University does not employ short-term coaches, all instruction in ath
letics being given by regular members of the faculty. Coach Smith is per
missible in a football story, but designate him some other way if he makes a 
speech or buys a house or joins a club or attends a bridge party. 

DEGREES 

17. The degrees now given by the University at Columbia are: Bach
elor of Arts (A.B.), Master of Arts (A.M.), Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), 
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture (B.S. in Agr.), Bachelor of Science in 
Home Economics (B.S. in Home Economics), Bachelor of Science in Edu
cation (B.S. in Ed.), Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.), Civil Engineer (C.E.), 
Electrical Engineer (E.E.), Mechanical Engineer (M.E.), Chemical En
gineer (Chern. E .). Bachelor of Science in Engineering (B. S. in Engineer· 
ing), Bachelor of Journalism (BJ.), Bachelor of Science in Business Ad
ministration (B.S. in Business Administration), Bachelor of Science in Pub
lic Administration (B.S. in Public Adminstration), Bachelor of Fine Arts 
(B.F.A.), Bachelor of Science in Medicine (B.S. in Medicine), Graduate 
Nurse (G.N.), and the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws (LL.D.). 

18. Capitalize degrees, both when abbreviated and when spelled out. 
In giving the degree of an alumnus after his name use the form] ohn Smith, 
A.B. '30 (no comma between letters and numerals) . 

STUDENTS, BY CLASSES AND DIVISIONS 

19. Lower-case the names of the classes, graduate (not postgraduate), 
seniur, ju.nior, sophomore, freshman. 

20. Hyphenate the compound adjective forms, first-year student. sec 
ond year student" etc. 

21. Avoid such terms as academs, lawyers, farmers, medics, journal
ists, etc., in referring to students of the various divisions. Students in the 
School of Law, or, for brevity, law students, is preferable. 

OTHER SCHOOLS 

22. Capitalize the names of the schools and colleges of other umver
sities. 
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23. The teachers colleges of Missouri are : Northeast Missouri State 
Teachers College (Kirksville), Northwest Missouri State Teachers College 
(Maryville), Central Missouri State Teachers College (Warrensburg), 
Sou:hwest Missouri State Teachers College (Springfield) and Southeast 
Missouri State Teachers College (Cape Girardeau). 

MISCELLANEOUS 

24. Capitalize Journalism Week, F aJrmers' (note plural possessive) 
rVeek, Farmers' Fair (referring to the stunt given by the agricultural stu
dents), and all such institutions of the University of Missouri. But do not 
capitalize commencement and other such general terms. 

2,;. Capitali::e Two-Year l1 'w to Course in Agriculture, refeni,"g to 
that of the University of Missouri. 

26. vVrite session of I930-3I, omitting apostrophe before 31. But use 
apostrophe in class of '3 0 . 

27. Knights of Columbus Students' Home is the name of the building. 
28. Capitalize Varsity when referring to the University of Missouri 

or its athletic teams, and omit apostrophe. 
29. Do not quote the Varsity letter M. Make the plural M's. 
30. Capitalize Old Gold and Black only when used figuratively to stand 

for the University of Missouri. The same rule applies to other college 
colors. The Old Gold and Black ,vas victorious, but: The streets .were dec
orated with old gold and black streamers. 

31. Capitalize Qua:drangle, Columns, and Mounds in referring to those 
of the University of Missouri. . 

32. Do not write faculty women unless you mean women who are 
members of the faculty. The wives of faculty members are not faculty 
women. 

33. The band is the University Cadet Band. 
34. The Columbia office of the United States Weather Bureau is di

rected by a meteorologist (not forecaster or weather man). 
35. The official name is the State Historical Society of Missouri, but 

this may be shortened to State Historical Society or Historical Society when 
there is no chance of confusion with the Missouri Historical Society in St. 
Louis. Call the library of the society the Historical Library. 

36. The institution at Fulton is the Missouri School for the Deaf. Do 
not use the nickname Mutes in referring to its pupils or athletic teams. 

37. The Public Welfare Society is the name of Columbia's organiza
tion of social workers. 

38. Spell the name of the debating society Athenaean. 
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